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From: Dale Yeilding NTEU
To: Carsley, Leonard
Date: Wed, Jan 19, 2005 11:14 AM
Subject: Re: CBA Punchlist

Len,
Sounds good. Let's you and I get to proof reading then. Followed up with printing. I'll get you the
signature page that Fox has alread signed as soon as I get it back from NTEU national. You then need to
send this sig. page to the EDO.

--Dale

>>> Leonard Carsley 01/18/05 05:27PM >>>
What Mike Fox had in mind was an email to all agency employees and managers with the new articles

showing the marked up changes. After a brief period then sending a new CBA out to printing with the
incorporated changes. Is this what you were thinking about?

Other than the new articles, is there any reason to proof read the rest of the CBA?

I'll probably handle the proof reading duty myself (with you) of course.

Len

>>> Dale Yeilding NTEU 01/18/05 03:51PM >>>
Len,
How about until then, we try to both proof read a camera ready version of the new contract. Who would
be working on that?

-Dale

>>> Leonard Carsley 01/18/05 01:40PM >>>
I'm on travel all next week. I'll be in tomorrow and Friday of this week then I'm back on the 31 st.

>>> Dale Yeilding NTEU 01/18/05 10:09AM >>>
Len,
How about Monday morning, Jan24 in your office.

---Dale

>>> Leonard Carsley 01/12/05 04:35PM >>>
Sure

I've got everything that Mike Fox left behind. Are you available tomorrow? I'm open in the morning until
10:00.

>>> Dale Yeilding NTEU 01/12/05 10:54AM >>>
Len,
Could we meet to discuss actions for CBA finalization.

--Dale

CBA Punch List:
1) Collect signatures (I expect to have NTEU's by the end of next week)
2) Obtain EDO approval
3) Set an effective date
4) NRC & NTEU proof read CBA language
5) Print copies of the contract for employees
6) Place CBA on website
7) Joint announcement to employees
8) Celebrate


